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Figure 1: One of the bigger field assistants

left some marks in the tidal flats.

Results

Figure 8: Overview of the river plains

of Dicksondalen. The river Dicksonelva

consists of one main channel fed by

mainly meltwater of Battyebreen (not

visisble in the picture) and multiple 

smaller tributary channels originating

from glaciers in the side valleys. 

Battyebreen is interpreted as a surging

glacier[2], but the exact moment of 

surging is unknown.  

Figure 3: A) Location of Svalbard[6]. B) The location

of Kongsfjorden and Dicksonfjorden in Svalbard. C) 

The sampling locations in Dicksonfjorden[7].
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Figure 4: Analysize 1.1.0[5] is used to differentiate

the grain size dataset into 4 endmembers. 

Figure 5: The endmember distributions of a fjord (ST01) and a river

sediment trap station (ST05). 

Few studies focus on the links between 
source and sink in an Arctic coastal 
environment, leaving the role of the coastal 
zone in sediment transport understudied.

This  study aims to provide more insight 
in sedimentation processes on the border 
between land and sea in a non-glaciated 
setting by answering the following research 
questions for Dicksonfjorden, Svalbard:

• What are the sediment transport 
processes occurring here?

• On what timescales and which frequencies 
do these processes occur?

Introduction

The fieldwork campaign and labwork at UiT and UNIS are part of the ‘“Sediment flux from source to sink – the coastal link” – project, which is funded by the 
Norwegian Research Council (project number 257581). The labwork at VU Amsterdam has been funded by the Master thesis funding system of the University. The 
AMS14C, 210Pb and 137Cs dating measurements were supported from a project funded by Polish National Science Centre grant number 2013/10/E/ST10/00166.
Next to the funders, there is a vast amount of people I would like to thank for their invaluable help and highly appreciated support during my Master thesis. Since 
there is not enough space here to name them all here, I gladly refer to the acknowledgements of the final version of the thesis.
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Conclusions

Long timescale
• Suspension settling
• Sea ice rafted debris

Intermediate timescale
• Turbidity currents

Short timescale
• Glacio-fluvial input

Figure 6: The endmember results of both the gravity cores. The fjord head delta core includes three distinct turbidity

events, indicated as T1, T2 and T3. The mid-fjord core is relatively fine grained and less variable in grain sizes. Three 

AMS14C dates have been obtained from this core
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Background

Figure 2: Principle fjord processes and deposits of a non-glaciated fjord[3].

Figure 7: Dicksonelva at high tide

Discussion

Suspension settling
• EM1 & EM2
• Elongated particles
• Fe-aggregations[4]

• Low sedimentation rates
• Continuous deposition

Sea ice rafted debris
• EM3 & EM4 in HH16-1202-GC
• Dropstones
• Increase in terrestrial minerals
• Deposited during ice break-up[3]

Glacio-fluvial input
• EM3 & EM4 close to river mouth
• EM1 & EM2 in sediment plume
• High Si-content
• Finer grained during neap tide
• Strong influence of diurnal tides: 

“Tidal drawdown”[8]

• High sedimentation rates

Turbidity currents
• EM3 & EM4 peaks in

HH16-1201-GC
• High Si-, low Fe-content
• Annual deposition
• Delta lip collapse due to

spring meltwater[1]
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